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possible by generous financial support from Messrs. G. N. 
Haden and Sons and Messrs. Pilkington Bros. Ltd. Dr. 
Hopkinson's aim will be to educate architects, engineers 
and scientists in ways of designing buildings that are 
pleasant and stimulating to live in, and at the same time 
fnnctionally efficient and economical. He will be concerned 
with lighting, air conditioning, heating and the problems 
of noise. He will promote greater co-operation between 
engineers and architects, and encourage scientific research 
into the problems of improving human environment. 
Courses of study in which engineers, architects and 
research workers will work together will be set up at 
University College. Dr. Hopkinson is at present in charge 
of research on the lighting of buildings at the B..1ilding 
Research Station of the Department of Scientific and 
Industrial Research. His pioneer work on human adapt
abilit,y and research into the needs of the human being in 
his environment has brought him into contact with 
architects and research workers throughout the world, 
and has resulted in many papers and publications, of 
which perhaps the most significant is his book Architectural 
Physics: Lighting published by H.M.S.O. in 1963. Dr. 
Hopkinson has lectured on environmental design in many 
universities in Britain and overseas and has acted as the 
University's 'opponent' in a 'doctorate disputation' in 
Stockholm, and he has directed a research programme in 
the Department of Electrical Engineering at Cornell 
University, whore he spent a term as a visiting professor. 
Ho will take up his new post early in 1965. 

The British Joint Corrosion Group 
THE Councils of the Iron and Steel Institute and the 

Institute of Metals, together with the Council of the Society 
of Chemical Industry, have considered how best to meet 
the needs of corrosion specialists, metal producers, and 
metal users with regard to information concerning cor
rosion and its prevention. The excellent work of tho 
Corrosion Group of the Society of Chemical Industry is 
fully acknowledged, but, it has been recognized for some 
t,ime that tho publications of, and the discussions arranged 
by, the two institutes have not adequately catered for the 
interests of those of their members particularly concerned 
with the metallurgical aspects of corrosion, nor with the 
interests of those members who are corrosion specialists. 
The councils of the three societies have now a.greed to 
form a joint group to be known as the British Joint Cor
rosion Group, with the view of: (a) providing a forum for 
discussion of papers on corrosion and protection of metals; 
(b) overcoming the present dispersion of papers dealing 
with corrosion throughout many publications, and 
strengthening the facilities for publishing such papers; 
(c) improving the arrangements for publication and 
discussion of the metallurgical aspects of corrosion; 
(d) representing United Kingdom corrosion interests 
internationally. The Institute of Metal Finishing was 
invited to join the Group and has accepted the invitation. 
The functions of the existing Corrosion Group of the 
Society of Chemical Industry will be incorporated into the 
new organization, and the co-operation of other bodies 
concerned with this field is also being sought. 

Members of the four societies are entitled to register as 
rnembers of the Group and, on so doing, to receive notices 
of Group meetings, and to attend such meetings without 
further payment. The Group will be administered by an 
organizing committee composed of representatives of the 
societies. A new publication to be called The British 
Corrosion Journal will be launched, sponsored by the 
Group, and controlled by a Publication Committee. The 
first issue of the Journal, which will be published in 
alternate months, will be circulated in July 1965. Tho 
Society of Chemical Industry will service the new Group, 
and provide editorial facilities for the Group's Journal. 
Manuscripts of papers submitted to the new Journal 
should be sent to the Editor, The British Corrosion Journal, 
14 Belgrave Square, London, S.W.1. Members of the four 

co-operating societies are invited to register now as 
members of the British Joint Corrosion Group. Further 
information, and application forms for subscription to tho 
Journal, can be obtained from the Secretary, the British 
,Joint Corrosion Group, 14 Belgrave Square, London, 
S.W.l. 

Interferon Information Exchange Group 
AN information exchange group for research on inter

feron has been formed. The objectives and operations of 
an earlier established information exchange group have 
already been described in Science (143, 308; 1964). The 
new exchange will make it possible for a scientist working 
on interferon to communicate research findings or other 
scientific information quickly to all others in the same field 
throughout the world. Under the new scheme, the exchange 
member will send his commnnication to the exchange 
'centre' where duplicate copies will be printed (by photo
offset) and distributed. Communications will include 
manuscripts (which will also have been sent to journals), 
discussions, criticisms, bibliographic omissions, memor
anda of unpublished research findings, technical sug
gestions, unofficial notes of meetings or any other original 
commnnications. No editorial prerogatives will be exer
cised. Active investigators of interferon who did not 
receive the announcement letter are invited to apply for 
membership. The chairman is Dr. Alick Isaacs, National 
Institute for Medical Research, London, N.W.7, and the 
co-chairman, Dr. Samuel Baron, Laboratory of Biology 
of Viruses, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious 
Diseases, Bethesda, Maryland 20014. All correspondence 
should be sent to tho co-chairman. 

Advanced Educational Courses 
A Bulletin issued by the London and Home Counties 

Regional Advisory Conncil for Technological Education 
describes the special advanced courses held in the London 
and Home Counties Region, which do not regularly appear 
in college calendars or prospectuses as part of a grouped 
course or as subjects offered for endorsement on Higher 
National Certificates (Bulletin of Special Courses in Higher 
'l'echnology, Management Studies and Commerce, 1964-65. 
Part 1: Autumn Term. Pp. 126. London: London and 
Home Counties Regional Advisory Council for Tech
nological Education, 1964. 5s.). As a rule they are part
time courses (usually evening), but full-time courses, which 
are specially arranged and are not longer than three 
months duration, arc also included. Sessional evening 
postgraduate courses leading to higher dcgro0s in science 
(including mathematics) and engineering are not included. 
Among the wide variety of courses are: cost engineering 
in the process industries (Borough Polytechnic); varactor 
diodes (Brunel College); silicon gate-controlled switches 
(Enfield Collcg0 of Technology); high fidelity sound 
reproduction (Hendon College of Technology); pre
determined motion time standards (Kingston College of 
Technology); management for the clothing trade (London 
College of Fashion); geotechnical procP.sses and soil 
stabilization (Northampton College of Advanced Tech
nology); tall buildings (The Polytechnic); trading blocs 
(Slough College); and autocode programming (Wimbledon 
Technical College). 

Royal Society Films for Hire 
IN 1961 the Royal Society monnted an expedition to 

Sabah, North Borneo. The purpose of tho expedition 
was to study the undisturbed forest life and soil variation 
at different altitudes of Mount Kinabalu and the Pinosuk 
Plateau. A film was prepared by members of tho expedi
tion showing some aspects of their work, and has now 
been made available by the Royal Society for hire by 
schools, educational institutions, film societies, etc. The 
film is of approximately 35 min duration and is in colour 
with a dialogue. The charge for hiring is 25s. Other films 
available from the Royal Society are: "The Volcanic 
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Eruption on Tristan da Cunha, 1961--62" (20 min, colour 

and sound; hire 25s.), which was prepared largely by 
members of the Society's expedition to the Island during 

October 1961-March 1962; "South from Chiloe" (40 min, 

colour and sound; hire 42s.); which was prepared by the 
8ociety's expedition to Southern Chile during October 
1958-February 1959; "Halley Bay" (20 min, colour and 
sound; hire 25s.). All films are available from the 
Executive Secretary, Royal Society, Burlington House, 
Piccadilly, London, W.I. 

Marshes and Wetlands of Europe 
IN recent years, improved machinery has made draining 

and reclamation of marshland and wetland a practicable 
proposition, and these areas are rapidly dwindling in 
Europe. According to the International Union for 

Conservation of Nature and the International Wildfowl 
Research Bureau, not enough thought has yet been given 
to the loss and damage which such drainage policies incur. 

The case for marshes and wetlands is set out in a booklet 
entitled LiqU'id Assets (Pp. 16. London: International 
Union for Conservation of Nature, 19 Belgrave Square, 

1964). It is considered that there is an urgent need to 
preserve these areas, which, it is emphasized, are in many 

cases natural assets. Land drainage, undertaken at public 
expense, is a form of farm subsidy, and admissible only if 
it compares favourably with other means of stimulating 

food production. The 'worthwhileness' of a project must 
be assessed not merely on expected cost and profit, but on 
long.term advantages and disadvantages. Wetlands 

provide an unlimited field for biological research, and 
marshes, especially those on the coast, are among the most 
naturally fertile areas in the world. The booklet considers 
that if such areas are destroyed great opportunities will 
be lost for discovering and possibly exploiting new sources 
of foo<ll. Besides their amenities value, such areas are 
invaluable in teaching and demonstrating the clements of 

zoology and botany---13specially ecology. Governments 
throughout the world would do well to take stock of their 
marshes and wetlands in the light of this publication and 

ensure that their dwindling 'liquid assets' are not only 
protected but also conserved. 

The Wildlife Youth Service 
THE Wildlife Youth Service has developed into a 

nation-wide organization with nearly 18,000 individual 
members since it was launched in May 1963. A further 
I 0,800 members are represented through the 700 registered 

school groups-and applications are still steadily flowing 

in at the Headquarters Office, 37 Hertford Street, London, 
W.I. The launching of the Service was planned to take 

place in three phases: the first included the National 
Nature Week, followed by four months recruiting of 
individual members. The second phase-the School 
Group Scheme-was opened during the first week in 

October. This has already produced encouraging results 
with 700 school groups registered and more to come. 
These groups, many of which exceed a membership of 
200 children, are being organized with the aid of inter

ested teaching staff. Most of tho groups have entered 
into one of tho 'wildlife study' projects and activities 
suggested by the Director. The third phase is scheduled 
to take placo in a few months time, when every offort will 

be made to set up permanent evening centres for Wildlife 
Ranger and Panda members throughout Britain. So far . 
t,he Wildlife Youth Servico has arranged seven major 
film programmes for schoolchildren at cinemas in England, 

Scotland and Wales; these have boon attended by a 

total of 8,200 children. The Director has given talks at 
127 schools to a total of more than 10,650 children. Tho 
Information Service has dealt with more than 5,000 
questions on wildlife and pet care, and the Wildlifo 
Youth Service has sent out a total of more than 61 ,000 
letters in thirty weeks since it was first launched (News 
for Naturalists, 5, No. 2; 1964). 

National Heron Census 

TEN years have elapsed since tho last national heron 
census was carried out, and now the British Trust for 

Ornithology has announced that a furt,her attempt is to 
be made to count all the herons' nests in Britain. In 
addition to the usual factors which have always affected 
the heron population, the position is now being com
plicated by the effects of toxic chemicals, and hence it is 
important to make this census as accurate as possible. 
Ornithologists in England and Wales wishing to help in 
the now census should contact Mr. J. Stafford, Westering, 
Moor Lane, Brighstone, Isle of Wight; those in Scotland 
should contact Mr. C. P. Rawcliffe, 35 Comely Bank Road, 
Edinburgh, 4; and those in the Irish Republic, Mr. 0. J. 
Merne, c/o National Bank Ltd., Rathkeale, Co. Limerick, 
Eire. 

New Words in Biology and Related Subjects 

DR. N. W. PIRIE, head of the Biochemistry Department 
at the Rothamsted Experimental Station, has prepared a 

preliminary list of words for inclusion in the proposed 
Biological Council Dictionary of ne,v words in biology and 

related subjects (Institute of Biology Journal, 2, No. 3: 

August 1964). Of the 96 words submitted, none is included 
simply because it is rare: a word is excluded if it appears, 
in the sense with which biologists are concerned, in the 
Oxford English Dictionary or the eighth edition of Hen

derson's Dictionary of Biological Terms ( 1963). The rule 
is interpreted flexibly when the spelling has altered. 
Words that do not seem to have been used by anyone 

except the coiner are not included unless it seems likely 
that they will catch on. On the other hand, inclusion or 
exclusion are not intended as comments on the usefulness 
of the words; there will be time enough for comment 
after the first definite list has appeared. The names of 
individual organisms, diseases and substances are excluded 
because they are easily found in the abstract journals: 
only names of categories are recorded. Among the words 

are: 
Actinophage--an anti-actinomycete phage. 
Air spora--the population of air-borne particles of plant or 

animal origin, including pollen. 
Aposymbiotic--removed from symbiosis or separated from 

the symbiotic partner. 
Cryptobiosis--the state of an organism when it shows no life

like activities while still being capable of resuscitation. 
Darwin-the rate of evolution of a quantitative character, 

thenaturallogarithm of which changes by unity in a million years. 
Epontic--growing on any surface, plant, animal or mineral. 

A broader term than epilithic or epiphytic. 
Euphenica-the improvement of individual people by chemi

cal or surgical means. Analogy with eugenics in the sense that 
phenotype is opposed to genotype. 

Gangliospore--a fungal spore developed from the swollen tip 
of a hypha. 

Kronismr--the killing (and sometimes eating) of eggs and 
ncstlings by the parent bird. 

Lomasoml'r--a sponge-like structure in fungi contiguou~ 
with the hyphal wall as revealed by the electron microscope. 

Poxvirns---a group of viruses of complex structure, 200--

300 nm in diameter, usually causing lesions involving skin in 
birds and mammals (includes vaccinia, variola and various 
animal poxes). 

Tacli.yphylaxi.s- -the diminishing response to successive dosh 

of any material active in biological systems. 
'l'eleonomic- -a neutral word implying that an adaptation is 

useful for achieving a certain result without the implication 
that design of purpose was involved. 

Trophogeni.:---the surface layer of a body of water in which 
photosynthesis can occur. Also used for an effect produced by 
feeding. 

Bakery Planning 
No baker intending to build new prc1J1ises, or to expand 

or modernize his existing bakery, has had cause for com
plaint since ,Tune 1964. For since then there ha.s been 
available for the would-be planner a eomprehonsivo guide 
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